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Abstract—We introduce a new methodology and experimental
implementations for real-time wave-based robot navigation
in a complex, dynamically changing environment. The main
idea behind the approach is to consider the robot arena as an
excitable medium, in which moving objects—obstacles and the
target—are represented by sites of autowave generation: the
target generates attractive waves, while the obstacles repulsive
ones. The moving robot detects traveling and colliding wave fronts
and uses the information about dynamics of the autowaves to
adapt its direction of collision-free motion toward the target. This
approach allows us to achieve a highly adaptive robot behavior
and thus an optimal path along which the robot reaches the target
while avoiding obstacles. At the computational and experimental
levels, we adopt principles of computation in reaction–diffusion
(RD) nonlinear active media. Nonlinear media where autowaves
are used for information processing purposes can therefore be
considered as RD computing devices. In this paper, we design
and experiment with three types of RD processors: experimental
and computational Belousov–Zhabotinsky chemical processor,
computational CNN processor, and experimental RD-CNN very
large-scale integration chip—the complex analog and logic com-
puting engine (CACE1k). We demonstrate how to experimentally
implement robot navigation using space-time snapshots of active
chemical medium and how to overcome low-speed limitation of
this “wetware” implementation in CNN-based silicon processors.
Index Terms—Belousov–Zhabotinsky (BZ) reaction, excitation
waves, nonlinear dynamics, reaction–diffusion (RD) media, robot
navigation control.
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I. INTRODUCTION
ROBOT navigation in complex, and often a dynamicallychanging environment has remained one of the actual
problems of robotics for several decades. Dealing with the
issue, we must answer the questions: how to calculate an ideally
optimal and shortest path between two sites of an experimental
arena along which a robot may travel without colliding with
obstacles and with the aim to reach a given target (see, e.g.,
[1]–[3]). If the whole experimental arena can be mapped into
the computational architecture of the robot navigator, then,
the problem could be solved using the paradigm of artificial
potential fields: obstacles generate repulsive fields and targets
generate attractive fields. Thus, the robot tries to align its
trajectory with attractive gradients and repulsive anti-gradients
[4]–[6]. The potential field-based robotic controllers were
implemented in silicon in [7], [8]. In particular, in [7], only
very large-scale integration (VLSI) prototypes of resistive,
preprogrammed grids containing six nodes were built. In
direct realization [8] of a chip implementing the resistive grid,
the drawbacks of the approach were revealed: Local voltage
difference becomes negligible for large grids which leads to
errors in the determination of the local path and shows high
noise sensitivity. More sophisticated navigation techniques are
based on heat transfer [9], diffusion [10], and fluid dynamics
[11].
There are experimental implementations of chemical con-
trollers that calculate an optimal path in an obstacle-filled
environment, most of them are based on the excitation-wave
dynamics in the Belousov–Zhabotinsky (BZ) medium. The
obstacles are represented by physical heterogeneity of sub-
strate [12], local disturbances of concentrations [13], [14], or
singularities in illumination [15]. The reaction–diffusion (RD)
approaches were experimentally verified with real robots in
[16], using on-board BZ reactors.
The combination of the attraction–repulsion approach was
previously employed in [17]: The repulsive field in this case
was produced by an experimental RD processor, the attractive
field was then computed using a cellular-automaton model of
an excitable chemical medium.
In this paper, the methodology is extended by using two par-
allel chemical reactors with BZ media for the trajectory evalua-
tion. On the basis of the results obtained, it is possible to eval-
uate the suitability of the approach, but the main drawback, in
view of a real-time implementation, is due to the limited speed
of diffusion of the wavefronts in the chemical processors.
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On the other hand, autowaves have been known about for
many years by the cellular nonlinear network (CNN) scientific
community [18]–[20]. Autowaves were proven to arise in
very different conditions and from very different mathematical
models [22], but all belonging to the class of RD systems, and
as such, they can be mapped into particular CNN structures,
the so-called RD-CNNs. [23].
In this paper, the same approach used to generate attractive
and repulsive fronts in a chemical medium is integrated into
an approach uniquely based on the parallel and real-time pro-
cessing capabilities of CNNs. In fact, the robot arena is mapped
on a CNN: its role is to select obstacles and identify them as
sources of repulsive autowaves. Subsequently, a RD-CNN gen-
erates autowave fronts. The robot is allowed to freely move
within the arena. A simple AND operation reveals the wave-
front collisions with the robot, and a steering command is sent
to the robot for the generation of highly adaptive trajectories.
In particular, two CNN algorithms are introduced in the paper:
the former based on a motion detection algorithm, while the
latter on a particular assumption about the robot visual repre-
sentation. The algorithm introduced in this paper is targeted
for the new family of RD-CNN chip, the complex analog and
logic computing engine (CACE) chip. The use of a VLSI chip
is also shown as the final step that will implement the whole
strategy for real-time control of an autonomous robot trajectory.
The availability of programmable chips for the hardware gener-
ation of complex phenomena is really a breakthrough in the field
of mobile robotics, since the implementation of classical algo-
rithms, like the potential field in real-time within a changing
environment is not feasible. In our case, the chip response to
the visual input and the corresponding robot command can stay
within the classical inter frame rate. Under these conditions, the
overall control efficiency could even depend on the robot ca-
pability to follow the trajectory reference. Another interesting
issue regards the fact that RD-CNN were found able to generate
self-organized dynamics for the locomotion control in legged
robots [24]. In this paper, the same spatial temporal dynamics,
and in particular the same CNN cell structure and parameters
are used for the high level, trajectory control.
From these considerations, it derives that RD-CNN can rep-
resent an emerging paradigm for the real-time control in bio-in-
spired robotics. This methodology allows the selection of the
optimal robot trajectory in dynamically changing environment
in extremely reduced times: under this perspective such an algo-
rithm, that solves a complex task, succeeds in being even faster
than, in several cases, the robot typical reaction times.
II. ANALOG PROCESSORS FOR ROBOT NAVIGATION CONTROL
RD phenomena occur in many systems [22], but they obey the
same laws that can be represented under the following general
RD equations:
(1)
in which is a vector of at least two elements. For instance,
can represent the dynamics of an activator/inhibitor system dif-
fusing in a two dimensional medium and showing pattern forma-
tion. In this paper, we are interested in nonlinear media, repre-
sented by (1) showing wave propagation. These waves are very
important for the navigation control, since the trajectory com-
putation can be easily realized through their generation, propa-
gation and interaction. Under this perspective, nonlinear media
represent a class of parallel computers with unique features: par-
allel input of data, parallel information processing, and parallel
outputs [25].
In our approach, the RD medium is devoted to control the
trajectory of a robot in an environment with obstacles, where a
target point for the robot to reach can also be fixed. Both ob-
stacles and target are mapped onto the nonlinear medium as
autowave sources, stimulating different regions or cells. A key
characteristic of autowaves is that they annihilate when they col-
lide [26], in such a way they intrinsically determine the path of
points equidistant from the obstacles.
This paper deals with two realizations of the RD paradigm,
based on chemical and silicon implementations. The first is
a chemical processor employing a generation and spreading
of autowaves in BZ reaction. Information about positions of
obstacles and targets is transmitted by autowaves and used
to compute the robot trajectory. The same methodology is
implemented by using another, silicon-based, active nonlinear
medium, an RD-CNN structure where autowaves have been
shown to take place [27]. The mathematical model of the single
RD-CNN generic cell is reported here
(2)
considering also, as the output nonlinearity, the classical satura-
tion one.
The BZ reaction is often modeled by using lattices of
third-order nonlinear cells, implementing the Oregonator
third-order nonlinear system. Although it is well known that
the Oregonator equations can be mapped in a RD-CNN [28], as
well as each nonlinearity can be approximated by a piecewise
linearity (PWL) [29]; in this paper, the CNN algorithms gener-
ating autowaves will consider the model in (2). The advantages
are twofold: each single cell is a second-order model, instead
of the third one, required for the Oregonator model; moreover,
in our case, the nonlinearity is PWL, so directly compatible
with the chip requirements.
The two implementations (chemical and CNN) of the RD pro-
cessor described in the next sections obviously show some dif-
ferences not only in the analog processor used, but also in how
input is treated, how stimulation takes place and how output is
further elaborated, but clearly the general paradigm is unique.
The main limitation of chemical processors is that waves
travel very slowly: the VLSI CNN implementation allows us
to overcome this limitation by keeping all the peculiarities of
the paradigm. Under this point of view, the CNN approach
allows a real-time computation based on wave computing of
the trajectory for a moving robot in an environment that can
be critical and extremely time varying and unstructurated, and,
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therefore permits us to solve a primary problem in mobile
robotics.
Moreover, taking into account that the same model for the
RD-CNN was also successfully used as the basic neuron model
for bio-inspired locomotion control [24], [30], it derives that the
class of RD-CNN discussed in this paper represents a unifying
paradigm for the solution of locomotion control, from the low
level of the motion pattern generation, to the very high level of
the trajectory planning.
III. NAVIGATING ROBOT IN CHEMICAL MEDIA
A. Experimental
RD chemical processors were prepared using a thin-layer BZ
reaction [21] mixture of three solutions: A, an acidic bromate
stock solution incorporating potassium bromate and sulphuric
acid; B, solution of malonic acid; C, sodium bromide.
To prepare a thin layer of the BZ medium, we mixed solu-
tions A (7 ml), B (3.5 ml), and C (1.2 ml). When the solution
had become colorless, ferroin (1 ml), used as catalyst, was added
and the mixture was transferred to a Petri dish (layer thickness
1 mm). The catalyst was also a visual indicator of the excitation
activity in the BZ medium. Excitation waves in the BZ reac-
tion were initiated using a silver colloid solution. Targets and
obstacles were represented by local wave excitation in separate
instances of the BZ medium.
Space–time dynamics of the excitation in the reaction
medium were recorded using a FujiFilm 2600z digital camera
(zoom lens 6-18 mm equivalent to on a
35-mm camera). The images were recorded using the built-in
macro function with a resolution of 320 240 pixels and using a
transmissive lighting method. No filters were used. As regards
the typical computation time, it is related to the speed of the
wavefront in the BZ medium. The excitation wavefront moves
with the speed around 0.2–2 mm/min (dependent on many
factors). Essentially, about tens of minutes are needed for the
experiment if a Petri dish of 9 cm is used.
B. Principles of Navigation
We navigate the robot in RD media using a combination of
attractive and repulsive patterns generated by excitation waves
in chemical media. In our previous papers [14], [17], we demon-
strated feasibility of this approach with attractive wavefronts im-
plemented in cellular-automaton models and repulsive fronts in
real chemical systems.
Ideally, it would be reasonable to have two excitable chem-
ical systems (whose wavefronts can be detected using different
visual indicators) physically coexisting in one reactor. In such
an ideal case, the robot will be attracted by wavefronts of one
system—which represents a target—and repelled by wavefronts
of the other system—which represents obstacles. This physical
coexistence does not make an easy experimental option [31].
Therefore, in this paper, we navigate robots using two sepa-
rate and isolated (from each other) chemical reactors containing
the BZ medium. Obstacles are mapped onto one reactor and tar-
gets onto another. We assume that the robot detects concentra-
tion of the chemical species using optical sensors from spatial
snapshots of the BZ medium activity. Analysis of wave pro-
files [16] shows that RGB color scheme gradations of blue color
very efficiently characterize the specific of excitation wave dy-
namics in the experimental BZ medium. The cross-section pro-
file of the BZ wavefront shows a steep rise at the wavefront’s
head and gradual descent at the wavefront’s tail. Moving on
the medium the robot avoids sites of “repulsion,” i.e., points
of the medium with blue color gradations exceeding a certain
threshold. This guarantees that the robot will, in all likelihood,
not cross a repelling wavefront. Thus, a collision with any ob-
stacles is avoided. Relatively gradual descent of the wavefront’s
tail allows the robot to move along a gradient of color gradation
to reach the target. The excitation wave patterns are discrete,
i.e., comparing to the situation of an attractive field, the robot
can not move “smoothly” along the color gradients. Initially, the
robot must somehow “jump” on top of a wavefront and only then
freely roll down the tail. The “jump” will be implemented using
a kind of “energy accumulation” when modeling robot behavior.
The wavefront’s head is much shorter than the wavefront’s tail;
therefore, once it has crossed the wavefront, the robot will be
trapped inside the target wave because it will not be able to ac-
cumulate enough energy to jump over the tail.
C. Pixbot and its Behavior
To verify the robot navigation ideas described, we con-
structed a software model of “pixbot”—a pixel-size robot
which moves in discrete steps on images (attractive medium
and repelling medium ) of the spatial excitation dynamics
of the BZ medium. At each step of discrete time, the pixbot
can move to one of 8 pixels closest to (the pixbot’s
coordinates at time step ).
If the pixbot spends too much time wandering in the same
local domain, it is forced to jump randomly; this will allow the
pixbot to mount wavefronts.
Because of significant influence of the stochastic component
on the pixbot behavior the pixbot reaches the target by various
routes [Fig. 1(a) and (b)] and it may wander for a while between
two wavefronts, generated by the same target (Fig. 1). There is
no guarantee the best (i.e., oldest or strongest target) will be
chosen because as soon as first wavefront is crossed there is no
way back [Fig. 1(a) and (c)].
An example of the pixbot’s collision-free movement toward
a target is shown in Fig. 2. The trajectory is relatively straight-
forward when the obstacles are absent [Fig. 2(a)]. The trajec-
tory’s disorder is more visible in domains where pixbot’s path
deviates from the straight line between start point and the target
[Fig. 2(b)].
To test stability of the algorithm in conditions of the onboard
chemical reactor, we put Petri with BZ medium onto a specially
constructed table rotating 1 s. The centrifugal forces disturbs
wavefronts and make their structure more irregular, this does not
prevent the pixbot from reaching the target. This demonstrate
that the RD approach will work when implemented in real life
conditions.
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Fig. 1. Stochastic component of pixbot behavior determine various routes used
to reach the target (a) and (b), and two targets can be randomly selected (a), (b),
and (c). No obstacles are present in this particular experiment. Trajectories of
pixbot are shown on images of BZ medium.
Fig. 2. Trajectories of pixbot moving toward the target (a) without obstacles
and with obstacles (b) and (c).
IV. CNN IMPLEMENTATION OF ROBOT NAVIGATION CONTROL
A. General Description of the CNN Implementation
The CNN framework constitutes a real-time implementation
of the basic methodology just applied to a chemical wave pro-
cessor. Moreover, thanks to the universal computing proper-
ties of a CNN chip, a huge number of additional algorithms
can be used, making them able to perform additional complex
image-filtering routines, that are needed to have a complete and
really working algorithm for robot trajectory planning. In fact, a
first, essential step that has to be performed a priori, lies in the
target/obstacle recognition. In our case, the input is provided
by a video camera making a motion picture of the environment
where the robot moves. Let us suppose that the obstacles can be
detected if some a priori information is given. For example, let
us assume that all the obstacles have a circular shape. In this case
an on-chip CNN algorithm, already implemented and tested on
the ACE4k chip [32], can be applied. Of course, CNNs allow
us to implement a huge number of different image filtering and
detail extraction routines that can be adapted to the environ-
ment characteristics. As a result of this filtering procedure, an
image is provided, containing only the obstacles surrounding
the robot, whose position is assumed to be known at any given
time. This image, containing only the obstacles is processed by
a RD-CNN in which autowaves propagate: this constitutes the
complex analog processor. In particular, the CNN cells corre-
sponding to the position of obstacles are stimulated by setting
initial conditions for the first layer of the CNN to .
Waves, generated at the obstacle positions, propagate until they
collide with the robot. In our CNN autowave model, we have an
even sharper wavefront with respect to the chemical case just
discussed: the wavefronts do not involve more than 3 pixels in
the propagation direction, (one forward and one behind the max-
imum intensity pixel). So, also in this case, the field information
is discrete: the robot “senses” the field only when it collides with
a wavefront. Depending on the kind of source generating the
wave (obstacle or target) and on the particular compass direction
the wavefront comes from, the new direction for the robot can
be directly determined. Thus, the trajectory planning is not per-
formed before the robot starts moving, but occurs step by step
while the robot moves, soon after each wave-robot collision. In
particular, after the completion of a robot movement, one could
establish to process another frame or not, i.e., one can decide ei-
ther to reset the RD-CNN and start with a new configuration of
obstacles and target, or to continue with the previously acquired
configuration. This allows to account also for moving obstacles
or to speed-up the algorithm.
The details of the algorithm used and experimental results are
presented in the following section.
B. The CNN Algorithm
Two different CNN algorithms are both discussed here for the
sake of completeness and clarity. In fact, the second one is sim-
pler, and therefore more easily implementable on CNN chips. In
general two complementary RD-CNNs, as in the case of chem-
ical reactors, are used: one is the medium for propagation of
waves generated by obstacles, while the second deals with the
target.
A flow diagram of the first algorithm is shown in Fig. 3, where
the case of sources generated by obstacles is shown (the algo-
rithm for the target is complementary to this). The algorithm
consists of the following steps:
Step 1) Autowaves propagation on the RD-CNN. This is the
core of the algorithm, it consists of a RD-CNN of equa-
tions (2) in which waves propagate and interact. The
RD-CNN maps the space in which the robot moves.
Sources of the autowaves are generated in correspon-
dence of obstacles or target. In practice this can be ac-
complished by a suitable preprocessing algorithm of
the image captured by the camera. Of course, the pre-
processing algorithm based on quite traditional steps
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Fig. 3. Flow diagram of the CNN algorithm based on motion-detection templates (the case of autowaves generated by obstacles is shown).
to identify obstacles and target can be implemented by
using CNN templates.
Step 2) Motion detection. The output of the RD-CNN is then
processed by a one layer CNN (1L-CNN) able to detect
motion in one of the four compass directions. This step
is implemented by using motion-detection templates
[33]. These templates are time delay templates. How-
ever, other CNN-based algorithms for motion detection
that are not based on time delay CNN and therefore that
are suitable for an implementation on VLSI CNN chip
have been developed [34], [36].
Step 3) Final step. At this point, an AND operation between
the result of motion detection and an image with black
pixels only at the robot position gives the final result
(simple instructions for the robot as for instance “go
south”).
This algorithm is very effective: if wave generated by the ob-
stacles are a few times faster than those generated by the target,
very smooth trajectories for the robot are obtained. However,
this can be done efficiently only in simulation, while the motion
detection algorithm could be quite time consuming for on chip
implementation.
For these reasons, another simpler but more efficient algo-
rithm for hardware implementation has been taken into account.
The focus of this algorithm is to make simpler the CNN pro-
cessing phase while adding more interaction capabilities to the
robot. In fact while in the previous algorithm the motion detec-
tion phase was needed to determine the direction of colliding
wavefronts, in this algorithm the robot has been endowed with
“sensing pixels” in different positions. So, the corresponding di-
rection can be easily detected according to which of the pixels
is first reached by the colliding wavefront.
The flow diagram of this algorithm is shown in Fig. 4. The
robot is now viewed as a 4-pixel object containing three ac-
tive pixels (one in the front and two in the back), as shown in
Fig. 4. This allows to simplify Step 2) of the previous algorithm,
Fig. 4. Flow diagram of the simplified CNN algorithm (the case of autowaves
generated by obstacles is shown).
leaving the other steps unchanged. Several other robot geome-
tries can be taken into consideration, according to the degree of
accuracy in detecting the colliding wavefront direction.
Step 2) now consists of a threshold operation on the RD-CNN
result. The purpose of this threshold operation is to clearly iden-
tify the wavefront’s head.
After the threshold operation, the AND operation in Step 3)
is now between the snapshot of wave propagation, represented
by the state of the first layer of the RD-CNN, and the image
containing the robot. Depending on which of the robot pixels is
first reached by the wavefront, a particular motion instruction is
given to the robot.
The simplified algorithm can be therefore summarized in the
following three steps.
Step 1) Autowaves propagation on the RD-CNN.
Step 2) Threshold operation on the output of the RD-CNN op-
erated by the 1-layer CNN.
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Fig. 5. Simulation results by using the algorithm based on motion-detection.
(a) Obstacle position and robot trajectory. (b) Obstacle-generated waves.
(c) Result of motion-detection for the east direction on the target-generated
waves. (d) Target position and robot trajectory. (e) Target-generated waves.
(f) Result of motion-detection for the east direction on the target-generated
waves.
Step 3) Final step: AND operation between the result of
threshold operation and the robot image.
The parameters of the RD-CNN are chosen according to
, , , and , thus leading to the
following templates:
(3)
C. Simulation Results
Simulation results have been obtained by using a dedicated
framework, written in C++, for the simulation of the robot and
of the CNN algorithm. A 50 50 CNN has been simulated. As
regards the results obtained by implementing the first algorithm,
Fig. 5 shows the first example in which eight randomly placed
obstacles and a target near the north-east corner are taken into
account. Their positions are shown in Fig. 5(a) and (d) with
the robot trajectory. The obstacles generate repulsive autowave
fronts [Fig. 5(b)], while the target attractive ones [Fig. 5(e)].
The robot, inside this attractive/repulsive field, is able to reach
the target while avoiding obstacles. Fig. 5(c) and (f) show the
result of motion-detection (for the east direction) on obstacle-
generated and target-generated wavefronts.
Finally, Fig. 6 reports a case in which only obstacles are con-
sidered. Obstacles are placed all around the robot. They generate
repulsive waves (Fig. 6(b)). Therefore, the action imposed to the
Fig. 6. Simulation results by using the algorithm based on motion-detection:
case with only obstacles.
robot is to escape by this generated field. After several trials,
the robot is indeed able to find out the way to escape from the
obstacles.
Fig. 7 shows several examples of simulation results obtained
by using the simplified algorithm. In this case, instead of a target
to reach, the robot focuses to proceed in a prespecified direction
(in this case north). So, in the simulation, only obstacles are
taken into account.
As can be seen from the simulation results, both of the al-
gorithms presented are really effective. However, there can be
cases in which the robot could be trapped into a local minimum,
for example, when target and obstacles are in particular symmet-
rical points with respect to the robot. In such cases, the robot
moves alternatively between the same two positions. To over-
come such a condition, a random perturbation on the robot tra-
jectory, is added in analogy with the algorithm presented for the
chemical case. Moreover, in view of a real implementation, it is
not necessary that the video feedback is done on the whole robot
arena, but it can be assumed that the processing takes place only
on a certain region surrounding the robot. Due to the adaptive
characteristics of the methodology, the environment focused by
the camera can vary as the robot moves. So, for example, at the
beginning, when the target could be out of the captured area, the
robot is assigned to move only in the direction of the target. So,
its first task could be to avoid obstacles while moving in a par-
ticular direction. As the robot position approaches the target, the
final focus could be taken into consideration. Moreover, taking
limited, next-to-robot frames, improves the computational effi-
ciency, since distant obstacles do not generate wavefronts; so,
the local trajectory is influenced only by obstacles in the imme-
diate vicinity of the robot. These aspects are really important, in
view of a real implementation on the RD-CNN chip.
D. Results on a Roving Robot
The algorithms discussed previously are quite general and,
also in view of the considerations just reported, they can be im-
plemented with two different installations of the camera: on the
ceiling of the laboratory (as it has been assumed in the simu-
lations) or on board, taking a picture of a small planar space
in front of the robot. Thus, a world-centered perception, or a
robot-centered perception can be implemented by using the gen-
eral paradigm of RD navigation control. The experimental setup
is provided by a real environment, where a roving robot is re-
quired to move in a prespecified direction, in this case south:
so, no particular target positions are given. The camera is con-
nected to a personal computer simulating the RD-CNN simpli-
fied algorithm.
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Fig. 7. Simulation results by using the simplified CNN algorithm: case with only obstacles.
Unlike the simulation case, here, obstacles are smaller than
the robot. This could represent a disadvantage and a careful in-
vestigation on the most appropriate dimensions should be per-
formed in order to optimize the strategy. However, it has been
experimentally observed that in the main potentially dangerous
situation represented by two very close obstacles, the two ob-
stacle wavefronts are fused before reaching the robot so that the
robot perceives just one obstacle.
In the first experiment, the world-centered perception case is
reproduced. At each step, the robot camera takes a picture of
the environment: obstacles are used as initial conditions for the
RD-CNN. When the wavefronts reach the robot, depending on
the direction the wavefront comes from, the robot executes the
proper command. The robot succeeds in going in the prespeci-
fied direction avoiding two obstacles, as can be appreciated in
Fig. 8. Here, the positions successively occupied by the robot
are reported through black points. From the analysis of the fig-
ures it emerges that the robot is indeed able to avoid both the
obstacles, but it passes much closer to the one than the other.
This potential problem can be explained as follows. Since au-
towave fronts annihilate while colliding, if the robot moves in
a direction where a wavefront has just been annihilated, it will
“sense” the subsequent front when the robot will be next to its
source, i.e., the obstacle. A suitable synchronization among the
robot motion and the wave generation should avoid the problem.
The second experiment refers to the robot-centered percep-
tion strategy: the camera is placed on the robot via a vertical
pole whose height is about 1 m. The camera is positioned in
such a way that the focal plane is almost parallel to the ground
and the robot is situated in the central bottom position within the
frames. In this condition, the frames refer to the environment in
the forward motion direction of the robot. A picture of the robot
is shown in Fig. 9. The whole experiment is reported in Fig. 10.
Here, some snapshots are illustrated: as can be noticed, the robot
is able to avoid both the obstacles, while proceeding in the pre-
specified direction. The corresponding video can be seen at the
web page: http://www.dees.unict.it/users/parena/biorobots.html
Fig. 8. Example of a typical trajectory of the robot while avoiding an obstacle.
The control is based on the RD-CNN simplified algorithm, the camera is placed
on the ceiling of the laboratory.
V. IMPLEMENTATION ON RD-CNN CHIP PROTOTYPE
A. Architecture of the Chip and Basic Processor Structure
The CACE1k prototype chip is a programmable mixed-signal
array processor designed, fabricated and tested within a
Spanish–Hungarian collaboration [35] under the framework of
the DICTAM EU Project [34]. The current paper only discusses
one of the possible applications of the chip. It consists of
32 32 identical cells (Fig. 11), with boundary conditions
appropriate for CNN dynamics. There is also an input/output
(I/O) interface, a timing and control unit, and a program
memory. The interface is based on a serializing–deserializing
analog multiplexor. The program memory is composed of
24 blocks of SRAM of 64 B of capacity, 1 kB dedicated
to the analog program, and 0.5 kB to the logic program. In
addition, the analog instructions and reference signals need to
be transmitted to every cell in the network in the form of analog
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Fig. 9. Photo of the roving robot (with on-board camera).
voltages. Thus, a bank of D/A converters interfaces the analog
program memory with the processing array. Distributing analog
references across large distances within a chip is not a trivial
task. Apart from the problems derived from electromagnetic
interference, voltage drops in long metal lines carrying currents
can be quite noticeable. Thus, signal buffering and low-resis-
tance paths must be provided to avoid this. Finally, the timing
unit is composed by an internal clock/counter and a set of finite
state machines (FSMs) that generate the internal signals that
enable the processes of images uploading/downloading and
program memory accesses.
Each processing element of the mixed-signal programmable
array incorporates two coupled continuous-time CNN cores
[Fig. 12(a)]. Each core belongs to one of the two layers of
the network. The synaptic connections between processing
elements in both, the same or the other, layers are represented
by arrows in the diagram. The basic processor also contains a
programmable local logic unit (LLU), a local analog memory
(LAM), and local logic memory (LLM) to store intermediate
results. All the blocks in the cell communicate via an intracell
data bus, which is multiplexed to the array I/O interface.
Control bits and switch configuration are passed to the cell
directly from the global programming unit. The internal
structure of each CNN core is depicted in Fig. 12(b). They
receive contributions from the rest of the processing nodes in
the neighborhood which are summed and integrated in the state
capacitor. The two layers differ in that the first layer has a scal-
able time constant, controlled by the appropriate binary code,
while the second layer has a fixed time constant. The evolution
of the state variable is also driven by self-feedback and by
the feedforward action of the stored input and bias patterns.
There is a voltage limiter for implementing the full signal range
(FSR) CNN model [37]. The state variable is transmitted in
voltage form to the synaptic blocks in the periphery of the cell,
where weighted contributions to the neighbors are generated.
There is also a current memory that will be employed for
cancellation of the offset of the synaptic blocks. Initialization
of the state, input and/or bias voltages is done through a mesh of
multiplexing analog switches that connect to the cell’s internal
data bus. The CACE1K chip can be connected to the CNN
Chip Prototyping and Development System (CCPS) platform
designed in Budapest [39]–[41] for the ACE4K and ACE16K
CNN chips. In this way, all the facilities already developed for
the ACE family chip, can be used for the new one.
B. Prototype Chip Data
The prototype chip has been designed and fabricated in a
0.5 single-poly triple-metal CMOS technology [38]. Its di-
mensions are 9.27 8.45 sq. mm. (Fig. 13). The cell density
achieved is 29.24 mm . The time constant of the layers is
around 100 ns (unscaled). The programmable dynamics of the
chip permit the observation of different phenomena of the type
of propagation of waves, pattern generation, etc. More details
on the CNN chip such as operating waveforms can be found in
[42]. Table I summarizes the most relevant data of the prototype
chip.
C. Results of Autowave Propagation and Robot Control
Through the CACE1k Chip
In this section, some preliminary experimental results for the
robot control obtained by using the CACE1k chip are shown.
These results refer to the robot centered perception case; they
are obtained by taking into account as initial condition the frame
of Fig. 10. In particular, the results of the processing for the first
frame of Fig. 10 are reported here. The picture taken from the
camera corresponding to this frame is shown in Fig. 14. The
image contains two obstacles. Each obstacle is represented a
square composed of 4 pixels. However, the size of the CNN
used in the two cases is slightly different: in fact, the image size
(32 32 pixels) for the experiments on chip is slightly smaller.
This is not a limitation of the approach for various reasons: first
of all, the size is enough for experiments with the on-board
camera, since the dynamically changing environment is not a
limitation for the proposed approach; on the other hand, if wider
frames are required, well-known consolidated tiling techniques
allow higher resolution pictures; finally, wider CACE chips,
possibly available in the future, will allow direct processing
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Fig. 10. Example of robot-centered navigation control based on RD-CNN. Several snapshot of a video are shown. The obstacle position is indicated in the first
frame by two arrows.
Fig. 11. Architecture of the CACE1k chip.
of larger images. The algorithm implemented involves the fol-
lowing steps.
• Input frames at each step are acquired by a web cam; they
are 320 240 color images (see Fig. 14).
• Images are resized to 64 64, a dimension compatible with
the 1L-CNN chip (ACE4k), taking the robot position fixed
at the bottom center.
• Since obstacles are assumed to be 1-pixel wide black objects
in the resized image, after a threshold operation an “isolated
pixel extraction” template is applied, in order to filter out
all the other noisy information in the environment, except
the obstacles. The robot is also deleted, but its position is
a priori known. Of course, other more sophisticated extrac-
tion routines could be efficiently applied, according to the
hypotheses on the environment, exploiting the template al-
gorithms already developed for the 1L-CNN chips.
• Some diffusion steps are also applied, to obtain dimensions
useful to onset autowaves.
• A canvas resize, from 64 64 to 32 32, leaving the central
lower part of the image, is then applied; this image represents
the initial condition for the CACE1k processing.
• Autowave are generated and propagate on the CACE1k chip.
The templates used to reproduce autowaves on chip, modi-
fied with respect to equation (3), enriched with inclusion of
the diagonal diffusion, and scaled for on chip working, are
the following:
(4)
while bias and control templates are , ,
. This step is illustrated in Fig. 15(a), where,
each frame is sampled at ns, i.e., the elaboration
time required by the CACE1k chip.
• Autowave generation from obstacles is processed by an AND
operation with the robot pixels: this step is schematized in
Fig. 15(c). As the first wavefront collides with the robot
pixels, the corresponding steering command is sent to the
robot. It makes a movement which continues until the next
frame is processed and a new command is generated.
As can be noticed, the core of the algorithm lies in the
on-chip autowave generation and propagation, used to drive the
robot. The other parts of the algorithm are implemented on the
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Fig. 12. Block scheme of a cell of the CACE1k chip.
Fig. 13. Microphotograph of the prototype CACE1k chip.
ACE chip, with the help of a host PC. Of course this latter part
can be optimized with respect to the particular information to
draw from the environment. So, it is important to evaluate the
time spent by the algorithm as regards the part running on the
CACE1K chip. This involves, as just discussed, an autowave
propagation plus some AND operations. Given the chip dimen-
sions and considering the robot-centered case, the wavefront
has to propagate, in the worst case, for about 30 pixels before
colliding with the robot. According to the measures on the
CACE1K, the autowaves propagation, for the template set used,
involves 2 pixels each 400 ns. So, the whole autowave propaga-
tion in the worst case should spend about 6 s before collision.
Concurrently an AND operation between the wavefronts and the
robot pixels has to be periodically performed. Given the robot
dimensions, a suitable time interval has been assumed to be
just 400 ns, each 2-pixel wave propagation. In the worst case,
15 AND operations are required. The time spent for an AND
TABLE I
CACE1K PROTOTYPE CHIP
operation should by itself spend a few nanoseconds, but, since
a transfer to digital signal processing on the CCPS is required
for the image to be processed, the whole time grows up to
75 s for each AND operation. The whole time spent by the
logical operation is therefore about 1.1 ms, which practically
represents the whole time spent by the algorithm. Incidentally,
the computational burden of the whole algorithm is equivalent
to a sequence of logical AND logical operations.
D. Remarks
As mentioned in the introduction, the main difference be-
tween the approach proposed and the potential field approach
is that the whole environment information is perceived by the
robot through a wave collision, that it uses to move within the
arena. This methodology fully exploits the massive parallelism
of analog processing. The core of the traditional potential field
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Fig. 14. Typical view from on the robot on-board camera, the high contrast
allows to simplify the detection of obstacles.
Fig. 15. CACE1K chip experiment: (a) Autowave propagation in an
environment with two obstacles; frames are sampled at T = 400 ns. (b) Image
containing the robot scheme. (c) Schematic representation of the results of
the AND operation between the snapshots in (a) and image (b). The last image
reveals a collision and a command is sent to the robot.
approach is the calculation, for each environment state, of the
potential function for each point of the robot arena. Starting
from these considerations, in case of moving obstacles on dy-
namically changing situations, the advantages of the approach
proposed are apparent: in our case each obstacle/target is a wave
source independently on its position. On the other hand, when
handling with moving obstacles, the visual approach is tradi-
tionally seldom used for the drawbacks just outlined: other algo-
rithms, using different, but simpler sensors (infrared, ultrasonic,
etc), are implemented. However, with these approaches the char-
acteristics of the objects detected cannot be gained, while the
visual filtering capabilities of CNNs, joined to this new method-
ology, allow to embed very efficient object classification rou-
tines, which further enhance the performance of the approach.
The algorithm presented is just a first version, which could be
optimized to overcome some minor drawbacks. For example,
an important issue to address is the ratio between the robot and
the obstacles dimension. If this is not taken into account, the
robot could collide with two obstacles when trying to pass in be-
tween, attracted by the target. In this case, the algorithm should
be enriched by adding a simple routine which uses the wave
generated by the first obstacle and colliding with the other, to
calculate the distance between them. If this results below the
robot dimension, a virtual obstacle can be positioned between
the other two in order to eliminate that candidate trajectory. The
presence of local minima traps the robot: These could arise in
situations characterized by a high symmetry among the robot
and the target-obstacles positions. Also, this condition could be
overcome by adding a disturbance on these “static” trajectories,
in analogy with the algorithm described in Section III.
VI. CONCLUSION
We have applied a novel paradigm of computing based on
RD equations to real-time robot navigation in a complex, dy-
namically changing environment. The environment in which the
robot moves is mapped onto an excitable medium where obsta-
cles and the target generate autowaves. The waves generated by
obstacles are interpreted by the robot as repulsive stimuli while
wave generated by the target as attractive stimuli. The robot op-
timizes its trajectory employing spatio-temporal dynamics of
“repulsive” and “attractive” events. Each element of the ex-
citable medium acts as a very primitive computing device. The
medium’s sites take on ideally continuous values and the site
interacts locally; therefore, the path planning problem is solved
through an analog and massively parallel computation, allowing
also for a real-time control of the robot’s trajectory, also when
high motion speeds are required to the robotic structure.
This universal paradigm of wave-based computation in non-
linear media can be implemented in various types of substrates.
In this paper, we investigated how the path planning is imple-
mented in liquid-phase chemical and CNN-based silicon ex-
perimental processors. We found that both chemical and sil-
icon processors work equally well. Of course, other approaches
could be used, such as for example, hybrid techniques, where
RD dynamics in microarrays can be electrically controlled via
arrays of integrated microelectrodes [43], [44]. The chemical
processors offer a high degree of parallelism, fault tolerance and
ease of implementation of parallel I/O, however they are limited
by low speed of wavefront propagations. This large time con-
stant of the process is overcome in the CNN-based fully silicon
implementation.
With respect to traditional schemes for the computation of the
path planning, the approach presented here is totally innovative
since experimental massively parallel devices are implemented
in “wetware” and hardware. Another advantage of the approach
is the adaptability of the parallel computation to a vast class of
optimization problems. Moreover, it is worth remarking that the
paper presents one of the first applications of the novel CACE1k
chip, that opens the way to new interesting real-time applica-
tions of the paradigm of emergent parallel computation.
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